StuGPTViz: A Visual Analytics Approach to Understand Student-ChatGPT Interactions

Abstract — The integration of Large Language Models (LLMs), especially ChatGPT, into education is poised to revolutionize students’ learning experiences by introducing innovative conversational learning methodologies. To empower students to fully leverage the capabilities of ChatGPT in educational scenarios, understanding students’ interaction patterns with ChatGPT is crucial for instructors. However, this endeavor is challenging due to the absence of datasets focused on student-ChatGPT conversations and the complexities in identifying and analyzing the evolutionsal interaction patterns within conversations. To address these challenges, we collected conversational data from 48 students interacting with ChatGPT in a master’s level data visualization course over one semester. We then developed a coding scheme, grounded in the literature on cognitive levels and thematic analysis, to categorize students’ interaction patterns with ChatGPT. Furthermore, we present a visual analytics system, StuGPTViz, that tracks and compares temporal patterns in student prompts and the quality of ChatGPT’s responses at multiple scales, revealing significant pedagogical insights for instructors. We validated the system’s effectiveness through expert interviews with six data visualization instructors and three case studies. The results confirmed StuGPTViz’s capacity to enhance educators’ insights into the pedagogical value of ChatGPT. We also discussed the potential research opportunities of applying visual analytics in education and developing AI-driven personalized learning solutions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Groundbreaking developments in generative AI, particularly through Large Language Models (LLMs) applications such as ChatGPT, have introduced unprecedented opportunities in educational methodologies [12,35]. These tools not only expedite students’ information searches but also assist instructors in refining classroom activities and delivering personalized guidance [13,47,57]. However, as the integration of LLMs into educational scenarios is still nascent, it is imperative for instructors to carefully plan and assess how students utilize LLMs in their learning activities [53] to harness the full potential of LLMs and enhance the student learning experience [34,67]. A fundamental step in this process is to gain a comprehensive understanding of student interactions with LLMs, thereby acquiring key pedagogical insights such as students’ cognitive levels, learning attitudes, and mastery of knowledge [41,45]. Nevertheless, efforts to provide instructors with these pedagogical insights are still in the initial stages. Existing research on LLMs in education primarily focuses on educational ethics and potential application scenarios, such as using LLMs as automated tools for evaluating student essays [10,38,39,55,59]. To our knowledge, in-depth studies on understanding the students’ interaction with LLMs for learning tasks are scarce and face two significant challenges. First, there are no pub-
licly available datasets dedicated to capturing students’ conversations with LLMs. The existing datasets are primarily composed of everyday conversations with general users. While some include conversations about learning tasks like programming or solving math problems, they are few and lack guaranteed quality because the learning scenarios involving LLM use are not carefully crafted and evaluated by instructors. Moreover, these conversations typically follow a “one question, one answer” format, as their primary purpose is to assess LLMs’ problem-solving capabilities. These deficiencies highlight the urgent need for data collection of learning-centered conversations with well-structured tasks [16, 17, 78].

Second, understanding how students interact with LLMs for pedagogical insights through conversation data presents significant challenges. One major difficulty is that instructors are eager to understand the extent of higher-order thinking (e.g., independent thinking) students engage in when using these advanced AI tools [21, 71]. To comprehend this higher-order thinking, it is essential to measure students’ cognitive levels [11]. However, accurately interpreting these cognitive levels based on students’ inquiries to LLMs has never been explored. Additionally, assessing students’ proficiency in utilizing LLMs poses another challenge, which involves evaluating the various LLMs’ responses and observing how students adjust their prompts in response. Moreover, tracking the progression of these interactions introduces an added layer of complexity [27, 68]. Visual analysis is a potential way. However, current research has often overlooked these challenges. While there are many visualizations works on conversation analysis studies focusing on topic progression or sentiment analysis [22, 36, 46], such studies do not adequately capture and visualize the cognitive levels reflected in the evolving interactions, failing short of meeting instructors’ needs.

To address these challenges, we selected ChatGPT, notable for being one of the most prevalent LLM applications [77], to gather conversation data. In addition, we see a potential to introduce LLMs for visualization education to address diverse student backgrounds and manage varied learning activities such as concept comprehension, visualization literacy, and design [52]. In collaboration with experienced course instructors, We devised and integrated an in-class exercise module into a graduate-level data visualization course at the local university, allowing students to interact with ChatGPT freely. Our approach yielded a significant collection of high-quality student-ChatGPT conversation data from well-crafted learning tasks. Through comprehensive thematic analysis and an extensive literature review [14, 65, 73, 74], we developed a coding scheme that categorizes the diverse cognitive levels [44] and several metrics to evaluate the quality of ChatGPT responses [26, 48].

To further capture the evolving strategies students recurrently employ when interacting with ChatGPT, we analyzed various sequences and sets of the codes, defining these as “interaction patterns” which became the focal point of our analysis. Building on this foundation and design requirements derived from course instructors and experts, we introduce a pioneering visual analytics system for instructors to explore intricate interaction patterns and derive actionable pedagogical insights from student-ChatGPT conversation data. In particular, a customized tree visualization is designed to present the evolution and compare the characteristics of students’ interaction patterns. To summarize, our key contributions are as follows:

- We introduced ChatGPT to a real data visualization course, collected student-ChatGPT conversation data and developed a coding scheme for an in-depth analysis of interaction patterns.
- We designed a visual analytics system, StuGPTViz, to help instructors discover insights into students’ cognitive levels and proficiency when using ChatGPT.
- Through three case studies and expert interviews, we demonstrated the effectiveness of our coding scheme and system in enhancing educational activities such as problem-solving guidance, personalized feedback, and exercise design.

Overall, we present a design study that constitutes an initial yet crucial step toward analyzing student interaction patterns with ChatGPT, advancing the application of visual analytics in AI-driven education.

2 Related Work

In this section, we discuss the relevant research, including LLMs in education and visualization education, visualization for AI-enhanced education, and visual analytics for conversational data.

2.1 LLMs in Education and Visualization Education

The integration of LLMs such as ChatGPT into educational settings has sparked a diverse range of discussions, with plenty of initial works centered on ethical considerations regarding their use in learning environments [38, 55]. Increasingly, the academic community recognizes the transformative potential LLMs hold for education, advocating for their adoption to revolutionize learning and teaching methodologies [12]. Despite potential resistance from some educators, students inevitably turn to LLMs for assistance with coursework [35]. Therefore, researchers and instructors have explored LLMs for various applications, including serving as teaching assistants for writing and coding, generating adaptive exercises [66], supporting personalized question-answering sessions [10], and facilitating innovative learning modes like “learn by teaching”, where LLM plays the role as “learner” and students assume the role of the teacher to teach the AI [62].

However, there is a notable gap in understanding how students strategize their use of ChatGPT for educational purposes. Existing literature predominantly focuses on the capabilities and applications of LLMs without delving into student interaction strategies, leaving educators without the necessary insights to fully leverage these tools in enhancing learning experiences [1, 29]. Simultaneously, the field of visualization education is gaining traction, not only within the visualization community but also more broadly [8]. The challenges of teaching data visualization range from addressing diverse student backgrounds to managing varied learning activities such as concept comprehension, visualization literacy, and design evaluation—are substantial [52]. ChatGPT’s potential to support these educational challenges opens avenues to investigate how students use ChatGPT across different visualization learning tasks, particularly relevant to our project’s focus [3]. A comprehensive analysis of this research direction still remains unexplored [20]. This gap presents a unique opportunity for our work to contribute to the field by offering insights into student strategies in employing ChatGPT within visualization learning contexts, thereby advancing the understanding and application of LLMs in educational settings.

2.2 Visualization for AI-Enhanced Education

The integration of visualization in AI-enhanced education is dedicated to leveraging visual analytics for learning analysis, such as interpreting complex data and AI algorithms to improve educational outcomes [23]. While learning analysis harnesses data to refine and enhance learning processes, visualization techniques render these insights accessible and actionable for educators and students [18, 58]. Despite notable advancements in each domain, the integration of visual analytics specifically tailored to learning analysis within AI-enhanced educational environments remains underexplored.

Existing research underscores the value of visual analytics in presenting student performance metrics, engagement levels, and learning behaviors, thus enriching our understanding of educational dynamics [4, 5]. Within this context, the subfield of open learner models exemplifies the potential of visual explanations, akin to Explainable AI (XAI), in demystifying AI-generated outputs, offering learners and educators transparent and trustworthy insights [15, 25]. Additionally, other works have employed visual analytics to examine students’ interaction data with intelligent agents, using students’ log data such as hints requests to delve into their problem-solving processes [75]. Recently, with the advent of potent LLM-based conversational agents, the intricacy of interactions between students and AI has reached a new height. Goals once considered unrealistic, such as in-depth analysis of students’ cognitive levels and thought processes, are now achievable [9, 40, 72]. To our knowledge, the dedicated exploration of visual analytics to analyze and elucidate student interactions with advanced AI tools, such as ChatGPT, is just beginning. In response to this gap, our work proposes a novel visual analytics system based on the students-ChatGPT
conversation data we collected. The system is designed to identify and unravel the intricate nuances of student-ChatGPT interactions. It equips educators with profound insights into how LLMs can be utilized to customize and elevate students’ learning experiences.

### 3.2 Tasks Summary and In-class Exercise Procedure

Collaborating with instructors E1 and E2, we developed 27 exercise tasks spread across seven distinct types according to the levels of cognitive learning in the Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy (C1, Fig. 2):

![Fig. 2: The summary of task type, count, cognitive level, and a brief description. Sample tasks are provided in the supplementary (A).](https://www.instructure.com/canvas)

To begin the data collection, we distributed a questionnaire to the 55 enrolled students to gauge their willingness to participate and to gather their background information. 48 students consented to participate, providing details on their undergraduate majors, data visualization expertise, programming skills, and prior experience with ChatGPT. In addition, we hosted a 40-minute introductory session on ChatGPT for beginners, which included instructions on how to export and upload the conversation files to the Canvas system. We encouraged students to interact with ChatGPT in a way that felt natural to them. Students initially were required to spend 10 minutes asking ChatGPT questions to learn the lecture’s key terms. This was followed by a 25-minute segment where students completed given tasks (Fig. 2) with ChatGPT’s assistance and concluded with a five-minute interval for uploading their conversations to Canvas. We encouraged students to interact with ChatGPT in a way that felt natural to them. We suggested that those who were already confident with the course material could skip the self-exploration phase if they found it to be redundant.
3.3 Dataset Brief

The dataset we collected involved 48 students’ conversation data with ChatGPT during the in-class exercise session of data visualization course over the entire spring 2024 semester. It consists of 744 unique conversations with 2507 turns after filtering out the empty conversations and those unrelated to the learning tasks. To the best of our knowledge, it is the only existing dataset specifically for student-ChatGPT conversations under strictly-defined learning activities. The collected data is in a structured format, including metadata such as student names (anonymized), task ID and task types, and conversation content. Each conversation is logged in sequential order, capturing both student prompts and ChatGPT responses. Sample data are provided in the supplementary materials. Additionally, we collected students demographic information, including their background in computer science, data visualization, and ChatGPT usage experience.

4 Design Requirement and Data Processing

This section presents the design requirements for the visual analytics system identified through discussions with our experts (E1 and E2), the procedure for coding student prompts, and the methodology for processing ChatGPT responses.

4.1 Visualization Design Requirements

We summarized experts’ requirements for analyzing student-ChatGPT conversation data as follows:

R1: Overview of students and tasks data. Experts highlighted the necessity of an overview of both students and the tasks, including the distribution of students’ background information (e.g., knowledge in visualization) and tasks’ characteristics (e.g., types). Instructors can then select specific students or tasks for deeper analysis of student-ChatGPT conversations.

R2: Summarizing macro-level conversation characteristics. Before detailed analysis, experts require a comprehensive summary of the student-ChatGPT conversation, especially the cognitive levels of students’ prompts and the qualities of ChatGPT responses based on selected tasks and students. This summary should span multiple user-selected viewpoints, covering broad categories such as various student groups and types of tasks, since instructors are always interested in the differences in behavior and performance among different student groups, such as those with and without a CS background. Additionally, instructors often have limited time and want to quickly see the differences among groups to prioritize their focus.

R3: Identifying micro-level interaction patterns. Experts require a structured method to detect and summarize students’ micro-level interaction patterns (i.e., recurring methods and strategies students employ when interacting with ChatGPT), along with essential metrics such as learning outcomes and pattern frequency. Emphasizing this information is crucial for instructors to identify which patterns are more effective for learning and merit deep exploration. They can further develop actionable insights on how students engage with ChatGPT throughout their learning journey.

R4: Tracing interaction pattern evolution. Educators necessitate a method to trace the development of students’ interaction patterns, emphasizing both the shared and unique sequences within the context of task-solving. This requirement involves visualizing how students’ interaction patterns evolve in response to tasks, reflecting variations in cognitive engagement and problem-solving approaches. Such visualization should facilitate a deeper understanding of varied student approaches to learning tasks.

R5: Evaluating interaction pattern performance. Experts wanted to evaluate interaction patterns of interest effectively. This involves identifying students who utilize the pattern and assessing relevant metrics such as their learning outcomes and ChatGPT’s response quality. Such comprehensive analysis helps gauge the effectiveness of different interaction patterns, enabling instructors to provide targeted feedback and identify exemplary patterns as recommended learning strategies.

R6: Examining detailed raw data. Experts expressed a desire to access the raw data, which includes original in-class activities, students’ answers or responses, and students’ conversation logs with ChatGPT. These details can be used to justify their analysis results and provide straightforward examples for students to master effective interaction with ChatGPT.

4.2 Students’ Prompts Coding

The open coding process for students’ prompts is based on thematic analysis methodology [69] and enriched by a literature review to identify prompt patterns [65,73,74]. Following expert requirements (R2), we categorized codes into two types: learning-related codes reflecting students’ cognitive levels regarding course materials, and ChatGPT-related codes denoting students’ comprehension and proficiency in using ChatGPT as a supplementary tool.

Firstly, we reviewed literature analyzing general user prompt patterns and intents [65,73,74], identifying 16 general prompt patterns as the initial ChatGPT-related codes. While these codes could represent students’ proficiency with ChatGPT, they did not capture their cognitive levels. Therefore, we invited three visualization researchers, each with over four years of experience in data visualization education and thematic analysis, to independently conduct open coding of students’ prompts. They refined the ChatGPT-related codes and developed learning-related codes that encapsulate the intent and thought processes behind each student’s prompt. Our researchers engaged in repeated cross-checking and refinement until a consensus was reached, ultimately establishing 27 codes, including 15 learning-related and 12 ChatGPT-related codes.

Fig. 3: The code schema with revised bloom taxonomy [44] classification.

After finalizing the code space, we consulted with our experts (TA1-TA3) to further refine our codes. At TA3’s suggestion, we used the revised Bloom’s taxonomy to categorize the 15 learning-related codes, enhancing our understanding of students’ learning intentions and mapping their cognitive processes [44]. This taxonomy describes six stages of cognitive learning: remember, understand, apply, analyze, evaluate, and create, each representing an advancement in cognitive level. The authors independently categorized the learning-related codes, then discussed and refined any inconsistencies until agreement was reached. The final code schema is summarized in Fig. 3. To ensure coding quality and consistency, the authors coded 30 conversations from the pilot experiment with the finalized labels and calculated the Inter-Rater Reliability (IRR) scores, resulting in an IRR of 0.84, validating the coding process’s reliability. Finally, the authors coded all students’ prompts. For prompts embodying multiple learning intents and strategies, we applied multiple codes. Additionally, we used the ordered sequence of codes and unordered sets of codes from each student’s conversation data to illustrate the “interaction patterns” identified via expert requirements (R3). For each coded conversation, we mined all possible ordered code
sequences (e.g., [Definition Inquiry, Follow up Question, ...]) and unordered code sets (e.g., [Definition Inquiry, Application Inquiry, ...]) for further analysis.

4.3 Processing ChatGPT’s Responses

To enhance our understanding of students’ interactions with ChatGPT, we analyze and evaluate ChatGPT’s response quality based on expert suggestions (TA1). Through our literature review, common metrics for evaluating ChatGPT’s responses include response relevance, length, and correctness [28, 42, 43], all recognized as important by our experts. We employed the RAG response relevance package [26], a renowned framework for evaluating large language models, to assign a numerical score to the relevance of each “user prompt - LLM response” pair. Additionally, we measured response length and, in collaboration with experts E1 and TA2, assessed response correctness by categorizing them into “basically correct” (score 1), “partially correct” (score 0.5), and “basically wrong” (score 0), respectively. Through further discussion, experts (E1 & E2) expressed interest in evaluating the amount of accurate information a student can acquire from each turn of interaction with ChatGPT. Consequently, we combine the two metrics, response relevance score and response correctness, to develop the new metric “information gain” inspired by the literature [51]. The metric’s formula is shown below, which primarily leverages the KL-divergence principle [70], calculates the amount of new information provided by the latest ChatGPT response compared to the existing set of responses:

\[
IG(P, Q) = \sum_i P(i) \log \left( \frac{P(i)}{Q(i)} \right) \times R \times C,
\]

In this formula, IG represents the information gain of the incoming response P under the cumulative response set Q. P(i) is calculated as the frequency of word i in the current response divided by the total number of words in that response. Q(i), on the other hand, is the cumulative frequency of word i up to the current response, divided by the total number of words in all responses up to that point. The variables R and C represent the numeric relevance score and correctness score, respectively. This computation quantifies the new information provided by ChatGPT’s latest response compared to the existing knowledge base.

5 Visualization

Based on the design requirements identified in Sec. 4.1 and the data collected in Sec. 3, we developed a visual analytics system, StuGPTViz (Fig. 1), aimed at enabling instructors to analyze student interactions with ChatGPT effectively.

5.1 System Overview

StuGPTViz is intricately designed to facilitate a multi-level analysis of students’ interactions with ChatGPT from the perspective of both tasks and students. It supports instructors in selecting specific tasks and students as focal points of analysis, thereby accommodating diverse analytical interests. Moreover, it enables a “gradually deepening” analysis process, allowing users to acquire both a broad overview and detailed insights into the interactions between students and ChatGPT. Specifically, StuGPTViz is structured into three main components:

- **Initial selection:** Instructors begin by selecting particular tasks or students of interest through the Task Overview and Student Overview in the Filter View (Fig. 1-a1, a2). This selection offers an overview of students and tasks data (R1), which also triggers updates in the Pattern Summary of the Pattern View (Fig. 1-b1).

- **Gradually deepening exploration:** Starting from the Pattern Summary in the Pattern View (Fig. 1-b1), instructors can gain a summary of macro-level conversation characteristics of the selected students and tasks, covering both groups and individuals (R2). To delve deeper, instructors can further analyze the micro-level student-ChatGPT interaction patterns via Pattern Nuance. While the Pattern Mining Table (Fig. 1-b4) enable instructors to identify the pattern summary together with significant metrics like learning outcome (R3), the Interaction Tree traced the pattern evolution of each student (R4). Moreover, the interplay between these two visualizations enables instructors to explore and assess patterns of interest effectively (R5).

- **Detailed inspection:** Finally, the Task Description and Raw Conversation from the Detailed View (Fig. 1-c1, c2) provides access to the original tasks, students’ responses, and their raw conversation logs with ChatGPT. This component allows instructors to examine task specifications, student prompts, and ChatGPT’s replies, leveraging their expertise to interpret the data comprehensively (R6).

5.2 Filter View

The Filter View (Fig. 1-A) serves as the gateway to analysis, presenting the distribution of various background metrics and enabling instructors to filter the students and tasks of interest (R1). The Task Overview (Fig. 1-a1) displays information about learning tasks and features a search box for quickly finding specific tasks by ID. The distribution of task difficulties and types, determined by experts (E1 & E2), is depicted through two bar charts, while an area chart illustrates the distribution of students’ normalized average scores (x-axis) across tasks. Instructors can select tasks by clicking on the bars or adjusting sliders, with each metric chart dynamically updating in response to real-time user selections. Moreover, the Student Overview (Fig. 1-a2) provides insights into students’ backgrounds. A search box allows quick location of students by aliases, and an area chart at the bottom visualizes the distribution of students’ average scores. Positioned between them, three-segmented bar charts represent the distribution of students’ prior experience in data visualization and computer science and their familiarity with ChatGPT, derived from a background survey conducted during the first class. By freely filtering each metric, instructors can effortlessly isolate students and tasks of interest (R1), then proceed to the Pattern View (Fig. 1-B).

5.3 Pattern View

After identifying tasks and students of interest, instructors can delve into detailed analysis using the Pattern View (Fig. 1-B). Comprising the Pattern Summary and Pattern Nuance, the Pattern View enables a gradually
deepening examination of interaction patterns, offering insights from macro-level summaries to micro-level details (R2, R3). Throughout the Pattern View, we consistently apply color scheme (Fig. 1, top-right corner) to represent the code categories defined in Fig. 3. Specifically, we use a sequential color scheme, transitioning from light yellow to dark brown, to denote increasing cognitive levels (from “remember” to “create”) as demonstrated in students’ prompts. Concurrently, a distinct color scheme (blue for effective prompt strategies from literature and green for others) signifies students’ proficiency in using ChatGPT.

5.3.1 Pattern Summary

The Pattern Summary is introduced with a control button at the top-left corner (Fig. 4) for selecting the grouping mode. A comprehensive macro-level pattern summary (R2) under the chosen mode is displayed below. The grey card component presents a between-group level summary (Fig. 4-A), adjacent to which are the within-group level summary cards (Fig. 4-B). To begin, instructors can view the summary donut chart (Fig. 4-a1), which shows the distribution of all students’ prompt choices as defined in Sec. 4.2. For example, here, a predominantly light yellow section suggests that a majority of student prompts are at the “Remember” cognitive stage, while minor blue and major green segments indicate a limited use of literature-supported effective prompt strategies. This donut chart design aims to clearly display the percentage of each cognitive level in students’ prompts while optimizing space usage. Additionally, to effectively display and compare the overall quality of ChatGPT responses and students’ learning outcomes, we selected two light grey bars and a dark grey bar (Fig. 4-a1) to represent the three metrics due to their simplicity and effectiveness [56].

The details of metrics are introduced in Sec. 4.3.

Instructors can easily check each group’s background information by hovering over the summary donut chart (Fig. 5-A) and perform between-group comparisons of cognitive stage distribution and ChatGPT response quality using stacked bar charts and accompanying grey bar charts (Fig. 4-a2). Moreover, by switching to “TaskG” mode (Fig. 5-B), instructors can change the grouping from student background to task types, shifting the analysis towards task-specific student performance and interaction summaries. This flexible approach enables an efficient multi-viewpoint summary of macro-level students-ChatGPT conversations (R2). After identifying a specific group of interest, instructors can click on a stacked bar in the summary card (Fig. 4-a2), which highlights the selected group card (Fig. 4-b1) for deeper, within-group analysis. Instructors can sort students by various metrics by clicking on the metric summary bars in the first row, as shown in the example where students are sorted by their scores in ascending order (Fig. 4-b1). To move on, instructors can click on any stacked bar or the donut chart (Fig. 4-b1) to investigate micro-level details in Pattern Mining Table (Fig. 6-A) and the Interaction Tree (Fig. 7-A).

5.3.2 Pattern Mining Table

The Pattern Mining Table (Fig. 1-b4, Fig. 6-A) catalogs micro-level nuanced interaction patterns mined from the tasks and students selected by users (R3). Each interaction pattern is associated with specific metrics: length (“L”), frequency (“C”), and average score (“Avg.”). Aligned with the previous definition Sec. 4.2, interaction patterns are delineated as either a set of codes (denoted by curly braces { ), Fig. 6-B or an ordered list of codes (indicated by an arrow → in the “Pattern” column, Fig. 6-C), with each code’s background color reflecting its category. Instructors can sort these patterns by any metric, aiding in the identification of prevalent or effective patterns.

5.3.3 Interaction Tree

The Interaction Tree employs a decision-tree format design to trace the evolution of interaction patterns (R4) for individual students under each task (Fig. 1, Fig. 7-A). Each path within the Interaction Tree represents a student’s detailed interaction process with ChatGPT under a specific task, beginning from a common root where nodes symbolize students’ prompts, and adjacent solid links depict ChatGPT’s responses. This format enables the aggregation of similar interaction paths, highlighting variations and commonalities in student interaction patterns. Consistent with the above settings, colors in the node coding for the category of the prompt and abbreviations inside or beside the node detailing the code content. When prompts encompass multiple codes, nodes incorporate pie-chart coloring to represent each code visually (Fig. 7-a1). To aggregate prompts with the same code contents, we use node size to indicate the number of students at the same round in their conversation. On the other hand, the solid links between nodes convey ChatGPT’s response characteristics, including “Response Token Length” (RL) and “Information Gain” (IG). Each ChatGPT response’s “Information Gain” is represented through variations in the horizontal length of the link, as it is the major information instructors (E1 & E2) want to notice, while link width and opacity double encode “Response Token Length.” This visual encoding offers insights into the value and quality of ChatGPT’s replies. Furthermore, the end of each path features one grey tag representing the student’s alias and task’s ID (Fig. 7-a2), together with another tag below encoding the student’s performance on this task. Here, we utilized numerical values and color intensity to denote scores, thereby linking interaction patterns directly to learning outcomes. For instance, the highlighted student gained the full mark (Fig. 7-a2) after various interactions with ChatGPT. Through these meticulously designed components, instructors are not only equipped to perform a granular analysis of student interactions but also able to correlate them with educational outcomes, facilitating a comprehensive understanding of students’ learning behaviors and the effectiveness of their interactions with ChatGPT (R5).

To further facilitate in-depth evaluation of each identified interaction pattern, we introduced an interplay between the Pattern Mining Table and the Interaction Tree. By clicking on each row, which corresponds to a specific interaction pattern (Fig. 6-B), the corresponding students who engage in this pattern will be highlighted in the Interaction Tree (Fig. 7-A). This enables instructors to assess relevant metrics such as learning outcomes and the quality of ChatGPT’s responses for each identified pattern or individual student (R5).

**Design alternative.** During the design process, some alternatives were raised and discussed with our experts. For instance, we proposed to use a Sankey diagram [60] together with a stacked bar chart design to represent the students’ different prompt choices at each step. Specifically, each stacked bar represents the distribution of different categories of codes in each conversation turn (Fig. 7-b1). The Sankey flow represents the selected student’s interaction pattern, ending with a
grey bar with numerical values representing the student’s score in this task. Although this design was clear to show the percentage of students’ diverse interaction choices with ChatGPT at each conversation turn, the experts (E1 & E2) prioritized our Interaction Tree visualization since the quality of each ChatGPT’s response was lacking and could be hard to add to the Sankey stacked bar chart easily. Meanwhile, they preferred a nuanced comparison between different students’ interaction patterns, which is also a limitation of the Sankey-form diagram.

5.4 Detail View
Instructors can select the student’s alias and task’s ID tag at the end of each path in the Interaction Tree (Fig. 7-a2) to examine the specifics of each task and students’ responses in the Task Description (Fig. 1-c1), and explore students’ raw conversation with ChatGPT in the Raw Conversation (Fig. 1-c2). This functionality not only validates the analytical findings but also equips instructors with concrete examples and references for crafting feedback to students or refining task designs, serving as the end of our whole analysis workflow (R6).

6 Evaluation
This section delves into the assessment of StuGPTViz. We present the result of a student questionnaire to validate the settings of our open-ChatGPT in-class exercises. Then, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the Information Gain (IG) metric we introduced in 4.3. Subsequently, we showcase the system’s capacity to facilitate the identification and analysis of student interactions with ChatGPT through three case studies. Additionally, we discuss the collective feedback from interviews with six domain experts (E1-E6). The insights from these experts evaluated the StuGPTViz’s effectiveness and impact.

6.1 Questionnaire Feedback
We administered a mid-semester voluntary questionnaire consisting of multiple-choice and short-answer questions. The multiple-choice questions were designed to gauge students’ experiences and attitudes towards using ChatGPT to learn data visualization and complete the designed in-class exercises. The short-answer questions aimed to collect students’ general feedback, including their level of trust in and feelings about using ChatGPT for learning data visualization and other subjects. The detailed statistics of the questionnaire are provided in the supplementary (B). To summarize, the results indicated a strong positive reception: more than 90% students reported enjoying using ChatGPT in-class exercises. Then, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the Information Gain (IG) metric we introduced in 4.3. Subsequently, we showcase the system’s capacity to facilitate the identification and analysis of student interactions with ChatGPT through three case studies. Additionally, we discuss the collective feedback from interviews with six domain experts (E1-E6). The insights from these experts evaluated the StuGPTViz’s effectiveness and impact.

6.2 Metric Evaluation
We evaluated the effectiveness of our Information Gain (IG) metric by sampling 10% of student-ChatGPT conversations. Two experts (E1 & E2) manually labeled the data into three categories: “low information gain” (score 0), “average information gain” (score 0.5), and “high information gain” (score 1). A score of 0 was assigned to responses containing mostly incorrect information, a score of 1 to responses providing rich and accurate new information, and a score of 0.5 to responses that were partially inaccurate or partially redundant with previous. To measure the correlation between IG metric and experts’ labeling, we calculated Pearson correlation [63], Spearman correlation [64] and Kendall Rank correlation [2] between them. The results are 0.609 (p = 0.00), 0.621 (p = 0.00) and 0.497 (p = 0.00), respectively. All the results show there is a moderate to strong and significant positive correlation between the IG metric and experts’ judgment of ChatGPT’s response quality. The sample of labeled data and metric results is provided in the supplementary materials. Although effective, the IG metric is a simplified measure that primarily considers word frequency, designed to provide an initial assessment. In the future, we plan to use more advanced third-party ChatGPT response quality evaluation methods to enhance the metric accuracy.

6.3 Case Study
We engaged experts (E1-E6) to evaluate StuGPTViz independently. We introduced the background, visual designs, and a brief workflow demo to them and yielded three case studies that underscore the system’s utility in analyzing student interactions with ChatGPT. Experts E1 and E2 are the course instructors we collaborated with, and E3-E6 are newly invited experts, including three assistant professors and one lecturer from three different universities, all with expertise in data visualization.

6.3.1 Case 1: Enhancing Students’ ChatGPT Utilization
In the first case study, E1 and E3 leveraged StuGPTViz to derive instructional strategies to optimize students’ use of ChatGPT for learning and addressing challenging tasks.

Initial Overview and Task Filtering: The investigation began with an overview of tasks and student backgrounds. To focus on challenging tasks, the experts used the Task Overview to filter out tasks with difficulty scores below 3, those categorized under “self-learning” and “remember,” and those with average scores exceeding 0.8 (Fig. 1(a1)). In the Student Overview, all students were retained to ensure a comprehensive analysis of diverse interaction patterns (Fig. 1(a2)).

Identifying Challenges and Specific Tasks: To review task summary patterns, the experts switched to the “Task-Grouping” mode in the Pattern View (Fig. 1(b1)) and identified “analyze” tasks as particularly challenging, evidenced by longer stacked bars indicating higher cognitive engagement (Fig. 1(b2)). Although the thick grey bar representing “Information Gain” suggested students acquired significant information from ChatGPT, the overall learning outcomes for these tasks were suboptimal (Fig. 1(b2)). Consequently, the experts focused on the “analyze” task group, identifying “Task 3” as notably difficult due to the extensive cognitive processing it required(Fig. 1(b3)).

Analysis of Interaction Patterns: The examination of “Task 3” through the pattern mining table and Interaction Tree (Fig. 1(b4), b5) revealed nuanced dynamics of student-ChatGPT interactions. Initially, sorting by average score revealed infrequent and overly specific patterns. To uncover broadly applicable patterns, experts shifted to sorting by frequency (“Count”), identifying a recurring and effective pattern: a combination of “Definition Inquiry” and “Follow up Questions” (Fig. 1(b6)), notable for its prevalence and high average score exceeding 0.8.
Experts agreed this simple yet effective combination was crucial for foundational understanding and deeper exploration of ChatGPT’s responses. To observe students using this pattern, experts selected it in the table, highlighting corresponding students in the Interaction Tree (Fig. 1-b8, Fig. 7-B). A standout instance involved a student, “CJ”, who used this pattern to achieve a full score with minimal conversation (Fig. 7-b2). By clicking the student-task ID tag (Fig. 7-b2) and reviewing the raw conversations (Fig. 1-c3) along the tree branch, experts saw “CJ” begin with a “Definition Inquiry”, asking if ChatGPT understood the pipeline concept [61]. After confirmation, “CJ” asked a “Follow up Question” for further exploration. Noticing that ChatGPT did not provide answers from the multiple choices listed in the task description, “Output Restrictions” were strategically implemented. Despite these restrictions, ChatGPT’s responses remained flawed, leading “CJ” to revert to “Definition Inquiry” for double verification before progressing. Once a correct response was secured from ChatGPT, “CJ” advanced through the remaining sections, receiving partially correct responses from ChatGPT but ultimately providing completely correct answers independently. Experts concluded that “Output Restrictions” in prompts maximize ChatGPT’s utility for precise information retrieval. Revisiting the pattern mining table (Fig. 1-b4), they noted “Output Restrictions” as a significant pattern (Fig. 1-b7) due to its high frequency and average score. Thus, the experts finally identified the combination of “Definition Inquiry” and “Follow up Questions” with “Output Restrictions” as a potent strategy for engaging with ChatGPT effectively.

This case study showcases StuGPTViz’s capability to not only unearth effective student interaction patterns with ChatGPT but also distill these insights into actionable strategies for educators.

6.3.2 Case 2: Provide Personalized Feedback

Experts E3 and E4 aimed to provide personalized feedback to students lagging behind, focusing on those with average scores below 0.5 in the Student Overview. They identified “Group 1” from the Pattern View donuts chart as the weakest, with student “cx” showing extensive ChatGPT interaction but the lowest scores (Fig. 8-a1).

To better understand “cx’s” interactions, the experts analyzed the Pattern Table (Fig. 8-B) sorted by usage frequency (“Count”), revealing “cx” predominantly engaged in basic “Question Inquiry” and “Definition Inquiry” and rarely modified default settings (Fig. 8-b1). This pattern indicated that “cx” primarily operated at initial cognitive levels, showing a dependency on ChatGPT’s capabilities rather than engaging in self-driven learning or critical thinking.

However, further analysis showed a distinct contrast in “cx’s” engagement with various tasks. In task T14, consisting of straightforward multiple-choice questions, “cx” achieved full marks by directly copying questions into ChatGPT (Fig. 8-c1, d1). While effective for securing marks, this approach had limited educational value as it bypassed the learning process. In contrast, despite the lower score in T6, “cx” demonstrated a significant effort to grasp the underlying concepts and principles of analysis, as evidenced by the detailed prompts samples (Fig. 8-c2) and the orange nodes in the interaction path (Fig. 8-d1).

The experts identified that T6 was an exercise in “visualization analysis and evaluation” and speculated that “cx” had a keen interest in tasks requiring analysis and evaluation rather than just recalling basic concepts. Consequently, the experts proposed a shift in “cx’s” educational strategy, advocating for an increased focus on tasks that emphasize analysis and evaluation and moving away from tasks that merely require regurgitating information.

This case demonstrates the power of StuGPTViz to aid instructors in providing in-depth personalized feedback to students.
This case illustrates the effectiveness of StuGPTViz in supporting instructors with the redesign of course materials, particularly in integrating ChatGPT, to guarantee the achievement of educational objectives.

6.4 Expert Interview

Following the case studies, one-on-one interviews were conducted with six experts, each lasting around 80 minutes with a $80 compensation.

System Workflow. The workflow of StuGPTViz was praised by all experts for its clarity and functionality. Experts noted its ease of use, allowing for a streamlined narrowing of analysis scope to achieve insights across multiple levels. Whether focusing on groups of students, individuals, or tasks, the system’s design facilitated seamless navigation without added complexity. E5, an assistant professor specializing in teaching visualization to business students, highlighted, “The workflow’s logical progression and the interconnectedness of each view were particularly impressive, enabling a diverse analytical focus through a unified procedure.” E3, E4, and E6 emphasized the importance of understanding students’ learning outcomes. They appreciated the system’s capability to filter, and highlight scores at various analytical stages.

Visual Design and Interactions. Experts agreed that the visual design and interactive elements of StuGPTViz are clear and user-friendly, significantly enhancing the analytical process. The use of stacked bar charts was particularly commended for facilitating easy understanding and comparison of cognitive levels across students. The color coding, distinguishing between learning-related and ChatGPT usage-related codes, was found intuitive. E2 highlighted the clarity provided by the visual design: “The ability to discern students’ overall cognitive level at a glance is highly appreciated.” The Interaction Tree visualization emerged as a favorite for its detailed representation of different patterns and the entire interaction journey, including ChatGPT responses and learning outcomes. E4, an assistant professor, praised the decision-tree format for showcasing diverse student strategies and ChatGPT’s varied response quality. However, concerns were raised about the scalability of this visualization, especially for large classes over 100 students, suggesting a need for refining the summary of popular interaction patterns and detailed comparison of individual paths.

Suggestions. Experts provided several actionable suggestions for enhancing StuGPTViz. E5 proposed adding a summary report panel to capture screenshots and annotate findings directly within the system, facilitating a comprehensive and customizable analysis experience. E6 recommended more flexible options for grouping tasks and students, suggesting a user-defined grouping mechanism to enable richer cross-correlations between different cohorts and tasks, visualized through a matrix-form panel. Despite the potential for increased complexity, E6 believed this feature could unveil deeper insights. Additionally, E1 and E4 suggested integrating the coding of students’ conversations with ChatGPT directly into the workflow, similar to a “grading the assignment” process. This would streamline the evaluation process and enrich instructors’ understanding of student interactions with ChatGPT.

7 Discussion

This section discusses the significance and insights towards ChatGPT for data visualization education, and the generalizability and scalability of the proposed visual analytics system.

ChatGPT for Data Visualization Education

The introduction of ChatGPT into educational ecosystems marks a pivotal moment and necessitates a nuanced understanding of technological integration in learning. Our investigation into the patterns and strategies of student engagement with ChatGPT is critical, providing insights that guide instructors in facilitating the effective use of AI. Our study revealed several key findings from student questionnaires, student-ChatGPT conversation data, and discussions with course instructors. First, students reported that ChatGPT excels in summarizing key concepts, providing quick access to vast information, and offering tailored Q&A sessions. Instructors agreed that these functionalities are particularly beneficial for students with limited backgrounds, such as those who changed their major in graduate school, allowing them to keep pace with coursework without hindering class progress. Additionally, over 90% of students expressed satisfaction with ChatGPT’s ability to handle data visualization queries, indicating a strong positive perception of its utility in data visualization education. However, instructors pointed out that recognizing ChatGPT’s limitations in interpreting and processing visual data compared to textual information is crucial. For instance, through the collected student-ChatGPT conversations, instructors identified that some students resorted to asking ChatGPT for URLs of existing sample visualizations (e.g., demos of parallel coordinates) to obtain better figure quality after receiving a low-quality response. These findings inspire instructors to develop innovative approaches, such as guiding ChatGPT to provide descriptions or links to reference visualizations, for better educational content. Instructors also emphasized that the demand-driven nature of data visualization requires students to employ precise and strategic questioning techniques. This underscores the importance of teaching students how to prompt effectively to maximize ChatGPT’s capabilities. Furthermore, as we navigate the ChatGPT-enhanced educational paradigm, our work highlighted the need to focus on cultivating students’ higher-order cognitive skills, such as critical thinking and evaluative judgment. For instance, instructors suggested encouraging students to ask ChatGPT for alternative designs with underlying rationales, enabling them to critically assess options and foster a collaborative learning dynamic. Approaches like this redefine the role of ChatGPT in education—from a universal solver to a pedagogical partner—and emphasize the importance of critical engagement and decision-making skills in the data visualization domain.

Generalizability & Scalability

The application of StuGPTViz, while rooted in the context of data visualization education, unveils broader implications for ChatGPT-assisted learning environments. It offers a robust framework for analyzing student interactions with ChatGPT across a variety of courses. StuGPTViz’s core workflow, which includes filtering tasks and students of interest, analyzing cognitive levels through prompts, assessing prompt engineering skills, evaluating ChatGPT’s response quality, and identifying interaction patterns, encapsulates the universal aspects of leveraging ChatGPT in education. This approach enriches our understanding of effective AI integration into pedagogy and opens avenues for examining ethical considerations regarding ChatGPT’s involvement in teaching practices. Regarding scalability, StuGPTViz demonstrates competence in managing classes of 48 students through the interaction tree visualization techniques equipped with simple pruning for clarity. This capability ensures the StuGPTViz’s efficacy in distilling actionable insights from complex datasets, catering to the needs of regular-sized classes. However, scalability challenges arise as class sizes expand beyond this scope. For larger cohorts (e.g., exceeding 100 students) the incorporation of edge bundling techniques emerges as a potential refinement to enhance pattern visualization and comparison. Additionally, expanding the pattern mining table to include interaction patterns from different tasks or courses would further enhance its scalability and provide additional benefits. This adaptation will form a component of our further efforts, aiming to ensure that StuGPTViz remains effective in diverse educational settings, advancing the goal of inclusive AI-enhanced education.

8 Conclusion

This study introduces StuGPTViz, a visual analytics system for instructors to analyze student-ChatGPT interactions. In particular, we collected student-ChatGPT conversations in a graduate-level data visualization course and developed a comprehensive coding scheme to categorize students’ prompts from cognitive levels and ChatGPT’s response qualities. We then build StuGPTViz to visualize student-ChatGPT interaction patterns and support multi-level, multi-perspective analysis. StuGPTViz empowers instructors with deep insights into students’ cognitive processes, their reliance on ChatGPT, and their ability to use it effectively, highlighting areas for pedagogical intervention to promote higher-order thinking. The system’s effectiveness, validated through expert interviews and case studies, confirms its potential to impact student-ChatGPT conversation analysis and visualization education. As we look to the future, StuGPTViz sets the stage for broader research into the application of visual analytics in education and the development of AI-enhanced personalized learning experiences.
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